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New directions behavioral health lawsuit

Siegel Law Group filed a federal lawsuit against New Directions Behavioral Health, LLC. Our law firm is co-advising class and class action with the lawyers of Werman Salas P.C. and the Hedgpeth Law Office, PC. The lawyers filed the unpaid overtime lawsuit against New Directions on November 13, 2019. The lawyers filed the case in
the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Missouri. The suit alleges that the Defendant denied overtime to the Plaintiff and other salaried employees who have carried out mainly the use review work in the last three years. The Complaint alleges that this group includes The New Directions Utilization Managers employed in the last
three years. A link to the Filed Complaint to initiate legal action on November 13, 2019 can be found here. B. New Directions Overtime Lawsuit: Eligibility We believe that all Use Review Employees (UREs) are eligible to join the process if New Directions has employed them in the last 3 years and paid them based on salary. We encourage
all employee UREs with relevant information to contact us to assist in the investigation of this case. Your assistance will help strengthen the claims of our customers and those of others who may still submit a consent form to participate in the case. C. New Directions Extra process: Claim ing misclassification Employees who have paid a
salary are not automatically exempt from overtime. Instead, an employee only qualifies for an exemption from overtime laws when his or her work duties qualify him for an exemption. The following courts have ruled that salaried workers who carry out the use review work have not carried out exempt work to qualify them as exempt
employees:Rego v. Liberty Mut. Managed Care, LLC, no. 17-C-66, 2019 WL 1126109, a *10 (E.D. Wis. Sea. 12, 2019) (granting of summary judgment for use review nurses, who were required to have Registered Nursing licenses, on professional exemption because the standard prerequisite for the use of the use review work, who were
required to have registered nursing licenses, on professional exemption because the standard prerequisite for the use of the use review work , who were required to have Registered Nursing licenses, under professional exemption because the standard prerequisite for the use of the use review work, which were required to have
Registered Nursing licenses, under professional exemption because the standard prerequisite for the use of the use review work, which were required to have Registered Nursing licenses, on exemption because the standard prerequisite for the use of the use review work, which were required to have registered nursing licenses, under
professional exemption because the standard prerequisite for the use of the use review work, which were required to have registered nursing licenses, on professional exemption because the standard prerequisite for the use of the work of , as judged by the accreditation requirements of the Urac , which is one of the largest accreditation
organizations for companies that perform usage reviews, are LPN-level credentials.) Clark vs. Centene Co. texas, L.P., 656 F. App'x 688, 689 (5th Cir. 2016)(stating summary judgment that nurse case managers did not fit flsa's administrative or professional exemption requirements, where their work functions consisted of use review,
referrals to supervisors, provision of patient and provider education, and insertion of data related to , authorisations and revisions to the defendant's computer systems). In this case, the Court determined that the managed assistance company misclassified workers as exempt from overtime.). The courts in both cases granted overtime pay
to all employees who have chosen to participate in the actions. D. New Directions Overtime Lawsuit: Potential Bets for Federal Wage Law allow employees denied overtime wages to potentially recover double their accumulated unpaid overtime in the last three years. Based on estimates from our customers, we believe that New
Directions UREs may be owed more than $500 per period of payment for their employment if New Directions does not comply with federal overtime laws. However, we need to continue our investigation to further validate our customers' claims. New Directions Overtime Lawsuit: Statute of Limitations Concerns ALERT: Employees can
recover salaries dating back three years from the date they enter with their consent in federal court in an unpaid wage lawsuit. However, employees who do not submit timely consent to enter a federal wage lawsuit may lose money every day that it takes to submit their consent to participate in a federal salary class.E. New Directions
Overtime Lawsuit: Case InformationJack Siegel, Douglas Werman, Maureen Salas, Sarah J. Arendt, Zachary C. Flowerree, and Travis Hedgpeth represent the potential class of Use Review Employees. The lawyers originally filed the lawsuit in Federal Court for the Western District of Missouri on November 13, 2019. Honorable Judge
David Gregory Kays has been appointed to oversee the case. Judge Kays was appointed by President George W. Bush on November 15, 2007 and was confirmed by the Senate the following year. Judge Kays was elevated to the position of Chief District Judge from 2014 to 2019.G. New Directions Lawsuit Overtime: Contact us The
potential damages of unpaid overtime would mean a lot to the Use Review Employees participating in the case. So we would like to hear from you if you can help support our customers' claims. To do so, feel free to give us a call or email to talk about our investigation of the case. All queries are absolutely free. CallWerman Rooms P.C.s
Lawyers at (312) 419-1008EmailJack Siegel in Jack@siegellawgroup.biz; or EmailTravis Hedgpeth in Travis@hedgpethlaw.com Justia Dockets &amp; Filings Eleventh Circuit Florida Middle District Hering v. New Directions Behavioral Health, L.L.C. et al Disclaimer: Justia Dockets &amp; Filings provides public litigation records of federal
appeltor s court and district court. These archive files and sheets should not be considered findings of fact or responsibility, nor necessarily reflect Justia's view. Why is my information online? Double, double toil and problems; Fire burn and cauldron bubble. – by William Shakespeare In the second half of 2011, psychologists in Florida
detected the smell of an unholy witch drink coming out of Jacksonville. The bad signs were obvious. First there were rumors of a schooner for mental health Then the letters began. First, each participating mental health provider of the Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) received a strange letter in the mail announcing that all
providers should have their contracts terminated within 90 days because BCBSF partnered with New Directions to manage all aspects of behavioral health services, including hiring network providers.... You will receive a New Directions application for network membership. Interestingly, BCBSF placed the burden of patient notification on
physicians. Please notify your patients... that you will not be a participating provider as of January 1, 2012. Of course, we all immediately went to the web to investigate this outfit from New Directions and found out that it was a small care company managed in Kansas run by a psychologist that I had briefly met a few years earlier. I vividly
remembered him talking about how a community of 68 active psychologists only needed 12 and he coldly described to me how he would go to such a community, take over mental health services and then cut the panel to reduce utilization and increase profits. It was a chilling conversation that I have often told others over the years as an
example of the underlying profit motive behind the managed care industry. Little did I know this guy would be implementing his strategy in my own state. Soon, the providers received another letter from New Directions loaded with unpleasant and mysterious ingredients. The letter and the complex follow-up contract were approximately 20
pages long and requested a response within 15 days although the letter itself was not dated. Included was a new reimbursement rate schedule that reduced existing BCBSF rates, already discounted from 30% to 50% below Medicare reimbursement levels. There were also a variety of surprising elements that appeared to be illegal,
unethical and/or inappropriate. The Florida Psychological Association (FPA) has formally sought assistance from the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation. They intervened and, soon after, New Direction reviewed the contracts and re-sent it to the providers, but there were still many problems. We learned that BCBSF had actually
become co-owner of New Directions and therefore this notched was more like a modified carve-in. We also learned that BCBSF was beginning to partner with other states to spread this new version of the gospel of mental health cost containment. Individual psychologists began reporting inconsistent information received from New
Directions and bcbsf. Confusing and disturbing misinformation was also being given to patients increasing stress and interfering with good treatment. FPA and APAPO with a variety of regulatory agencies and elected officials; expressing great concern with the new mental mental health direction had taken in Florida. On August 25, 2011,
the Parity Implementation Coalition ( wrote a letter to three federal departments: Health and Human Services, Labor and treasury. Why was the Parity Implementation Coalition involved? Why an organization graduated to help ensure that the Mental Health and Addiction Equality Parity Act 2008... is it properly applied to be interested in
the little florida problem? I'm not sure, but I think they think the same way I think about this mess. I think this BCBSF movement is really the beginning of a national movement to circumvent the Mental Health Parity legislation that we've all worked decades to pass. I think that by reducing reimbursement rates to lower levels than hourly rate
plumbers, auto workshop workers and electricians charge, BCBSF hopes to get doctors off its dashboard, making it much harder or more impossible for patients to find doctors willing to accept BCBSF health insurance. Obviously, this process reduces utilization, reduces costs and increases profits. This undermines the intent of the 2008
parity legislation, making it more difficult for patients to get specialized treatment. Although Florida is the state where the model is being tried, it appears that the profane witches' drink is destined to be served nationally. This makes this aggression to mental health care terribly important and that is why so many organizations are working
hard to challenge this initiative. APAPO, the American Psychiatric Association, the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill and fpa have worked cooperatively to bring the facts to the attention of regulatory agencies that must act. They must block this destructive maneuver aimed at retroising the treatment of mental health problems in America
for decades. What can you do to help? First, be aware of what's going on and tell the others. Second, join your state's psychological association and pay for apapo assessment so we can add more power to our own beer to break the spell cast by managed care. Third, contact your legislators and let them know about this plot to subvert
legislative intent and to attack the rights of patients and professionals who work so hard to serve them. Throw these good ingredients into the pan and help neutralize the corrupt mixture of witches' cauldron. The fire is burning and the mixture is bubbling. Your support is very necessary. Our professional future and the future of our patients
may depend on it. National manufacturing trend? Humana imposed rate cuts in March in Illinois similar to bcbs cuts in Florida. Terrence Ph.D., executive director of the Illinois Psychological Association (IPA), told The National Psychologist that Humana and its subsidiary, LifeSynch, have reduced the most common reimbursement rate for
Illinois Illinois at $58. He said the IPA and the APA Practice Organization (APAPO) sent a letter on April 4 to Illinois insurance regulators seeking an investigation. APAPO and the Florida Psychological Association sent a similar letter in March to Florida insurance regulators. APAPO also asked federal parity enforcers to investigate bcbs
rate cuts as a violation of the 2008 federal parity law. Stephen A. Ragusea, Psy.D., ABPP, is in private practice in Key West, Fla. He is a former president of the Pennsylvania Psychological Association and currently chairs the Ethics Advisory Committee of the Florida Psychological Association. Your email address is
Ragusea@Raguesea.com Ragusea@Raguesea.com
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